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Chairman’s Message
Indian Institute of Crafts and Design was set up
by Rajasthan Government with a vision to achieve
capacity enhancement in the field of craft and design
for which there is pool of talent, particularly, in
Rajasthan. In year 2007, Govt of Rajasthan invited
‘Expression of Interest’ for entering into Public
Private Partnership (PPP) to unshackle government
control and to hand over the responsibility of
management to enhance standard of academic
excellence.
Ambuja Education Institute, a Non Profit
Organization was selected and for just about two
years the institute is functioning under PPP module.
We have achieved reasonable success in improving
the academic standard, but there is lot that is yet
to be achieved. I am happy that Govt. of Rajasthan,
through their nominees in Governing Council, have
always extended cooperation and sound advise. I
am proud to say that we have extremely eminent
members on the Governing Council who accepted
my invitation to join and who provide critical input.
I am indebted to them.
Handicrafts of Rajasthan are a rich continuing
tradition. The sector is also a big employer.
Millions of people are engaged in the craft industry.
We have to continuously innovate in our design
repertoire to meet the changing preferences of
the customers. Therefore, development of design
capacity, synergizing traditional wisdom and
market compatibility is equally important.

IICD is imparting skills to the students both in
traditional crafts and contemporary design. It is a
unique combination available to all the students of
the Institute.
Our Director Prof. Sangita Shroff is devoting herself
to further enhance the academic excellence. I
also appreciate all the other faculty members who
are experts in their field. I would like to place
on record my appreciation for their experience
and knowledge. I also complement the CAO, Mr.
M.L.Gupta and the Secretary, Ms.Rashmi Pareek for
their dedicated work. I wish to thank the staff for
the hard work they have put in.
I am hopeful that in next one year we shall be
able to upgrade the quality of infrastructure and
education further. We are exploring to induct some
more academic faculty and experts within this
current year to enhance our strength.
I wish to convey my greetings and best wishes to
all the graduates and I wish them a very rewarding
career ahead.

Suresh Neotia
Chairman
Governing Council
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

Director’s Foreword
The collective voice and wisdom of past learning
prevails on the contemporary mind while faced
with issues of livelihood and preparing professional
cadre for the country. Issues of development, people
oriented programs and sustenance of diversity
‘engages’ schools of design in their delivery
of training. For all of us, members of the IICD
community, it is a privilege to be associated with
the Handicrafts Sector of India and yet are posed
with the challenges it places before us.

The convocation of 81 graduates is a significant
‘rite of passage’ of the professionally trained craft
designers. They are and will collaborate with the
creators and makers of traditional arts and artifacts
to participate in the competitive commercial
markets.
We wish the new generation craft designers a
successful journey ahead.
September 2009.

As the ‘Craft fraternity reflects and dialogues, it
becomes evident that we require humility to learn
from anonymous masters and countless unlettered
but highly skilled and knowledgeable crafts
persons. We require creating with intelligence
and immediacy, a pedagogy to help avert the
disintegration of diverse material cultures and bring
it to the mainstream economy.

Prof. Sangita Shroff
Director
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design
Jaipur

Editor’s Preface
IICD graduate publication ‘Nirupan 2009’ is the first
series of compilation and reflection of our alumni
to the issues and concerns of craft sector. The
variety and complexity of the projects presented
here are reiteration of the competence by the
time they complete their academic program. On
the occasion of the 2nd convocation, we felicitate
the graduates of the Professional Craft Design
programme. It gives us immense pleasure to thank
all the Diploma project sponsors who through their
valuable support have confirmed their assurance
for ‘Craft Design’.
IICD’s diploma projects are of 4-6 months duration.
It is through the diploma projects students are
expected to demonstrate their learning within
the academic setting dealing with live contacts
and real issues bearing in mind the needs of the
crafts community and the market realities. Hence
this compilation represents a bench mark for the
quality of education they have received and which
is intended to prepare the craft designers to grapple
with the realities of the complex and dynamic
environment in a responsible and sensitive
manner.

This publication is unique in many ways. It is the
first alumni summary compiled by the institute
which serves as a platform to profile all the
graduating students of PG batches since 1999 and
also the first UG batch of 2006. It was an immense
task for us to source, compile and design the
publication in almost three weeks. It was possible
with all support of a dedicated team of faculty, staff
and student volunteers. We also acknowledge the
entire PG alumni who have extended their support
by sending their profile details as per the format
requested. However, due to race against time to
meet the deadline, there may be errors or omission
and we regret for the same. We sincerely apologise
for any discrepancies or omissions to acknowledge
the contributions made for this publication
specifically.
We dedicate the first alumnus publication ‘Nirupan
2009’ to our graduates and hope that this effort
proves useful to the craft industry, aspiring IICD
entrants, parents, NGOs, craft development sectors
and professionals.

Shirsendu Ghosh
Dean - Postgraduate Programme
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

THE INSTITUTE
Indian Institute of Crafts and Design is an autonomous
Institute, set up by the Government of Rajasthan to act
as a catalyst of change in the crafts sector. Presently,
it is being managed by Ambuja Educational Institute
(AEI) under the Public Private Partnership (PPP)
model.
The main objective of IICD is to generate knowledge,
upgrade skills and foster attitudes in order to develop
highly motivated change agents in the crafts sector.
As a pioneer in the area of craft design, the institute
works towards the evolution of both the crafts and
the craftsperson in the contemporary socio-economic
context.
Through the programs of Education, Research,
Documentation, Training, Outreach and Consultancy
the institute strives to become the centre of excellence.
The Institute is continuously evolving in a vibrant
environment of experimentation and innovation.

EDUCATION PROGRAM AT IICD
The Institute offers 4 years Undergraduate and 2.5
years Postgraduate diploma in Craft Design. This
program integrates the understanding of the crafts
sector through the discipline of design in its broadest
sense.

OBJECTIVES OF CRAFT DESIGN PROGRAM
• Generate a new cadre of highly motivated craft
designers, craft technicians and craft managers.
• Facilitation for productive action in collaboration
with groups of crafts persons across India.
• Augmentation of design, technical, marketing
and merchandising for the crafts sector.
• Develop knowledge resources through research and
documentation for the overall development of
crafts sector.
• Address the emerging issues of the sector along
with the prevailing contemporary socio-political
and economic context.

UNDER GRADUATE PROGRAM
The four year, 8 semester program consists of two
semesters of foundation, 5 semesters of courses,
projects, field study, professional internship and the
final semester being a comprehensive professional
diploma project.The aim of this program is to prepare
students as craft designers to act as a bridge between
the artisans and the market.

The students are well versed with Design in totality
and are equipped in the areas of technology, market
understanding and socio-economic aspects of the craft
sector. They will be able to tackle complex issues
related to the sector and will be able to participate
in direct development holistically. It is expected that
the graduates of this 8 semester program will build a
strong base for revival, sustenance and evolution of
craft traditions in our country.

HARD MATERIAL APPLICATION
This discipline broadly deals with processes like
firing, forming and fabrication. The students are
taught to work with materials like Clay, Terracotta,
Wood, Metal, Stone and their combination. They are
exposed to techniques like Throwing, Coiling, Slabwork, Carpentry, Joinery, Turning, Carving, Casting,
Fabrication, Embellishment, etc.

SOFT MATERIAL APPLICATION
This discipline broadly deals with processes like
Weaving, Surface development and garmenting.
The students are taught to work with materials like
Natural Fibers, Paper, Yarns, Fabric, Leather, etc. They
are exposed to techniques like Spinning, Weaving,
Printing, Dyeing, Basketry, Embroidery, Appliqué,
Garment Construction, Pattern Making, etc.

POST GRADUATE PROGRAM
The 5 semester program is open to graduates with
degree or diploma from recognized institutions in
any disciplines of fine arts, design and architecture.
This course is also open to graduates of commerce,
sciences and humanities with design aptitude who
have an experience in the development sector or
with NGOs. This program consists one semester of
foundation, 3 semesters of courses, projects, field
study and internship with the final semester being a
comprehensive professional diploma project.
This program offers two specializations:
Furniture & Interior Products and Home Textiles. Along
with the inputs in Design & Development, Marketing
and Documentation, diverse activities are interwoven
with the curriculum encouraging lateral thinking and
creativity.

Under Graduate 2005

Post Graduate 2006

Post Graduate 2005

Post Graduate 2004

Post Graduate 2003

Post Graduate 2002

Post Graduate 2001

Post Graduate 2000

Post Graduate 1999
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Amla Srivastava

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
Q286 Sec-21 Noida (Jal Vayu Vihar)
Gautam Bhudh Nagar
amla.shrivastava@gmail.com
www.amlasrivastava.iicd.in

9711836110, 0120-2548511

Learn as if you were to live forever.
Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Wind’s have changed, and so have I.
From, joining a professional college,
to getting a diploma; from playing
with paints and brushes, to become
a craftsperson all this has been a
long journey. And in this process I
have grown as a learner. I am looking
forward to uplift the craft sector by
providing a platform to the skilled
artisan as well as crafts men who
have not recognized their skill in
them living with low esteem. I would
not only like my future and career
enlighten but also the craft artisans,
and crafts of this Nation.
Diploma Project :
Vivagenta : Living with Sliver
Designed a range of twelve products
taking sculpture and anatomy as
source of inspiration. Semi-precious
stones, wood, etc. were used, keeping
silver as the dominating material. The
whole range of products was designed
to give a delightful expression.
Products were to be made for gifting
purpose.
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Anushree Kumar

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application

C1/113 Sector – J, Rail Nagar,
LDA Colony, Kanpur Road, Aashiana,
Lucknow – 226012, Uttar Pradesh
anushreekumar@iicd.in
kumariicd@gmail.com
www.anushreekumar.iicd.in

09982065718

I am from Lucknow,
nawabs. The city had a
on me and somewhere
sensitive towards my
tradition.

the city of
great impact
it made me
culture and

My bent towards craft inspired me to
study this vast area, therefore I decided
to join the 4 year undergraduate
program in crafts and design at
IICD. My aim is to provide design,
technical
skills,
merchandising
and marketing assistance to crafts
persons, entrepreneurs and exporters
of handicrafts. My purpose is to hit
upon a position where I can be free
to express my creativity, comprehend
craft associated problems and come
up with relevent solutions, and in the
process grow as a craft designer.
Diploma Project :

05

Design & Development, Production,
Finishing & Marketing were the key
component of this project. Range of
Hardware accessories were developed
with Dhokra craft at its core. More
than 700 finished products were
developed, ready to be produced and
marketed. Cluster development of
Bell Metal (Dhokra craft) in Ektal and
Baigandi villages of Raigarha district,
Chattisgarh state.
NIRUPAN • 2009
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Guneet Kaur

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
D-74, Kalkaji, 3rd Floor, New Delhi
guneet.edu@gmail.com
www.guneetkaur.iicd.in

I am from Sri Ganganagar, a small
city in Rajasthan, western India. My
journey as a crafts designer is the gift
of experiences which I gathered while
traveling through it. In IICD I have
gained knowledge of skills, crafts,
and the rich culture of India. I got
put great zeal and passion into my
work which has fuelled my interest
in textiles and other rich crafts. In this
globalized world, I want to lend my
creativity to new endeavours in the
craft sector.
Diploma Project :
Designed and developed product
for the upcoming Maharaja Sawai
Mansingh II Museum, Museum Shop
at the The City Palace, Jaipur, taking
inspiration from the artifacts of the
Museum’s Collection using local
craft. The products would be sold as
souvenirs mainly to foreign visitors.
The products has to be high end, light
weight and easy to pack and carry.
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Kamal Rishikesh Sharma

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application

Bunglow No.2, Avi Bunglows,
Unjha-Maktupur Highway Road, UNJHA - 384170
Dist. Mehsana (North Gujarat)
kamal_unjha@yahoo.co.in
www.kamalrsharma.iicd.in

09460365547, 09328024366

I belong to a small town from North
Gujarat, a place on the border of
Gujarat and Rajasthan. Gujarat and
Rajasthan has always been a place
for cultural and craft heritage. The
culture, festivals and fairs have
encouraged the people to sustain the
cultural heritage at these places. Craft
has always been a part of my life from
the childhood. The diversity of the
materials, story and curiosity to know
more encouraged me to work in the
craft sector.
I have worked with materials such
as Metal, Stone, Wood, Terracotta,
Bamboo and Natural Fibres. Furnituresmall products have been my area of
Design. Research and documentation
has always filled me with enthusiasm.
Diversity in design and research has
been the main impetus behind my
engagement with the craft sector.
Diploma Project :
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Design a range of Drawing/Living
room and Dining room furniture based
on rustic theme. The collection had
to be contemporary and modern in
terms, of its look and feel. The project
focused on developing new product
range using modern design concepts
and some combination materials.
NIRUPAN • 2009
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Kamal S Sharma

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application

Sohan Lal Jangir
Bhadur Singh Colony, Sardarshahar,
Dist. Churu Rajasthan
kamalsharmaiicd@gmail.com
www.kamalsharma.iicd.in

0952715977

Rajasthan, the synonym for craft and
culture, has been my home land from
the past twenty two years. Belonging
to the land of ‘havelis’ and desertsShekhawati, I have been brought up in
a small town known as Sardarshahar.
Having been acquainted with crafts
since my childhood, it has been
closest to me and hence I chose it as
my own path and pursued it as my
career. Over the years I have gained
hands-on knowledge over a number
of materials including wood, metal,
stone, and ceramics. I also did
extensive research work on various
crafts all over the country. My prime
area of interest has been ceramics.
Diploma Project :
Design & Development, Production,
Finishing & Marketing were the key
components of this project. Range of
Handmade products were developed
for home and space with Dhokra craft
at its core. More than 700 finished
products were developed, ready to
be produced and marketed. Cluster
development of Bell Metal (Dhokra
craft) in Ektal and Baigandi villages of
Raigarha district, Chattisgarh state.
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Kiran Jyot Kaur

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
R 7/7, Flat No. 110, Tirupati Apartments
Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad-201001
kiranjyot@iicd.in
www.kiranjyot.iicd.in

09829373812

A voyage with crafts…
Textile just needs an idiom......
the means to flourish….the means
to blossom...weaves, prints and
textures.
I don’t want to restrict myself to
a particular medium. I believe in
amalgamation of different things
which gives me freedom to explore.
Being conscious about elegance and
simplicity, I try to maintain the classy
look. Playing with surfaces, I would
like to work in a direction where I can
define textiles into a new dimension. I
try to bring subtlety into my work.
Diploma Project :
Designed and developed product
for the upcoming Maharaja Sawai
Mansingh II Museum, Museum Shop
at the The City Palace, Jaipur, taking
inspiration from the artifacts of the
Museum’s Collection using local
craft. The products would be sold as
souvenirs mainly to foreign visitors.
The products has to be high end, light
weight and easy to pack and carry.
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Mahima Varma

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
D-501, Surya Vihar, Mittal & Raheja Complex,
Dundahera - 122016. Dist. Gurgaon, Haryana.
mahimavarma@gmail.com
www.mahimavarma.iicd.in

09717288948

These four years have been like a
roller coaster ride which had many
ups and downs, twist and turns. But I
have always explored and discovered
something amazing and incredible on
these turns. It has always given me a
new direction and perception to my
interests towards crafts and textiles.
I have been able to bring out my
unknown talents and skills.
Vibrant, Playful and Interactive, these
are keywords which have always
helped me to define my style of work.
I like exploring and using the different
qualities and techniques to develop
interesting surfaces by amalgamating
different textile and waste material.
I have enjoyed every bit of my work
during the learning process.
Diploma Project :
Designed an interactive play tent
for kids’ room, between 4-10 years
of age. This was for Asian Heritage
Foundation, New Delhi.
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Nidhi Dube

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
Soul Quest Lifestyle Pvt Ltd
214, Raheja Plaza, Andheri (W)
Mumbai- 400 053 Maharashtra
nidhidube@gmail.com
www.nidhidube.iicd.in

9320382433

Born and educated in Allahabad, I
always had an inclination towards
crafts and creativity, and always
felt that the Indian crafts sector
has an immense potential in terms
of innovation and ingenuity. The
interest found its way through IICD,
that not only nurtured my design
abilities, but also made me sensitive
towards the craft sector. I am further
interested in strengthening myself in
the area of design management, so
that the potential of the industry and
their working sensibilities can be
incorporated in my way of working
and the craft sector could be benefited
on the whole.
Diploma Project :
Developed Textiles for the interiors of
a hotel at Dechu, Rajasthan.
Worked with Embroideries, Applique`,
Flocking, Dyeing and Punja dhurry
weaving as techniques to develop the
Deluxe room, the Bar area and the
Public areas of the hotel.
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Papiya Roy

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
102, Surya Bhageshwari Apartment
West Boaring Canal Road, Patna
roypapiya24@gmail.com
www.papiyaroy.iicd.in

09828348316

I always want to have the adaptability
to mould, according to the desired
requirement.
My present involvement with my
company is as a designer where I am
looking after the conceptualization,
production, finishing, marketing and
price coding and product exhibitions.
My aim is to gain knowledge in totality
through understanding and analyzing
the over all process of development of
a design and its execution.

Diploma Project :
Developed designs for Khadi, Wool
Fabric for Jacket in Chamba weaving
cluster of Uttarakhand Kahdi and
Village Industries Board (KVIB)
Uttarakhand

19
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Prem Lokesh

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
E-4/74 A, Chitrakoot Scheme,
Jaipur-302021
premlokesh@gmail.com
www.premlokesh.iicd.in

09983552608

Rajasthan, the land full of culture and
traditions, is the place where I belong
to. I have spent the early days of my
childhood in a small town, Sardarshahar. Having seen art all around me
since my childhood as my father is an
artist, I was always interested in playing with different materials. Indian
Institute of Crafts & Design(IICD) has
given me the opportunity to pursue a
career in craft.
Diploma Project :
Designed products for the upcoming
showroom of ‘Klove’.
1. A range of furniture.
2. Hanging lights
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Sagar Sharma

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
E-4/74 A, Chitrakoot Scheme,
Jaipur-302021
sagar_iicd@yahoomail.co.in
www.sagarsharma.iicd.in

9680788958

I am Sagar Sharma. I belong to
Sardarshahar (Churu) in Rajasthan.
As I was born and brought up in
Rajasthan, the passion for its culture
and crafts is inherent and coming
to Indian Institute of Crafts Design
was natural. As a craft designer I put
emphasis on hands-on experience,
because of which the knowledge of
limitations and possibilities of different
materials comes easily. Instead of
working in the studio, I believe in
working in the field itself, where I can
be with the craftspersons.

Diploma Project :
Designed and developed products for
the upcoming Museum Shop taking
inspiration from the artifacts of the
Museum’s Collection using local
craft. The products would be sold as
souvenirs mainly to foreign visitors.
The products had to be high end, light
weight and easy to pack and carry.
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Sanjay Chippa

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
Y-30, Mahaveer Nagar,
Behind Chordiya Petrol Pump,
				
Sanganer – 302029, Jaipur, Rajasthan
sanjayiicd@gmail.com
www.sanjaychippa.iicd.in

09983761190

I am presently working as an
entrepreneur and catering various
clients through different projects.
Completely
dedicated
to
craft
development, I have specialized in
printed textiles and like exploring
different techniques with the motive of
sustainability and revival of the craft.
I am involved in conceptualization,
sampling, production and marketing.

Diploma Project :
Redesigning
Jamardi
prints
considering factors like production
and versatility. The final look of the
product was maintained on the essence
of the traditional print. Contemporary
application of traditional crafts using
trends, forecast and other market
related aspects.
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Shamit Das

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
PAR Division, IGFRI, Gwalior Road,
Jhansi, 284003
shamitdas@gmail.com
www.shamitdas.iicd.in

9924036978, 9829500540

Presently in NID, doing my PostGraduation in Furniture and Interior
Design. Exploring and experimenting
with different materials has always
been my interest. The Indian Crafts
Sector has given me the chance to
understand its unique techniques
in different materials. My work is
not just about a product but it is the
story of a people, their material and
techniques. I try to look for the fun
factor in each of my works and also
the space where they fit in.
Diploma Project :
Design and developed a range of wall
mounted mirror at Designwise India
Pvt Ltd, Gurgaon for interior to exhibit
the relationship between humans and
their reflection.

27
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Shweta Sharma

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application
511/B- block, Balaji Towers III,
Jagatpura road, near Gold Souk.
Jaipur, Rajasthan
iicdshweta@gmail.com
www.shwetasharma.iicd.in

9828859649

What people think is just the surface,
what lies within you is what you are.
I am a craft designer working in the
area of textiles. I took weaving as a
medium to explore my potential in
the craft sector. I have always enjoyed
working at the grass root level in
the remote areas. Classic and simple
are the words, which I always bring
into play in my work for creating
something new and versatile which
can be beneficial for the craft sector.
Presently working
as a designer
with RUDA and involved in cluster
development by introducing a
completely new look to the existing
working style and product range which
eventually will be helpful in catering
to a large market and widening the
prospects of the artisans.
Diploma Project :
Developed designs for Khadi, Wool
Fabric for Jacket in Chamba weaving
cluster of Uttarakhand Kahdi and
Village Industries Board (KVIB)
Uttarakhand. Developed a range of
hand-woven mufflers and shawls for
Autumn/Winter 2010-2011 considering
the middle class consumer group.
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Soumya Merugu

UG ● 20 0 5

Soft Material Application

K-4/78, Gramodaya
7-Gulmohar Cross Road, JVPD,
Juhu, Mumbai-400049
soumyam_iicd@yahoo.co.in
www.soumyamerugu.iicd.in

022-26282943

My work includes development of
crafts along with design enhancement.
I have basically worked with the crafts
people in and around the areas of
Pochampalli, with the weavers of Ikat
(tie and dye).During my craft exposure
I have also worked in bandhej,
which included interaction with the
craftsperson and understanding their
nature of work and techniques. Other
than designing I would be comfortable
working with the craft communities
and getting best possibilities in the
product form.

Diploma Project :
Designed and developed furnishing at
Abikram, Ahmedabad for rooms of a
heritage resort. The furnishing had to
have a heritage look of Rajasthan. The
product would be sold as a souvenir
in the shop and hence had to be light
weight and easy to pack and carry.
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Sugandha Chowdhry

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application

41-R, Model Town, Rohtak
HARYANA- 124001
sugandha26@gmail.com
www.sugandhachowdhry.iicd.in

09351325663

I have always enjoyed working with
different kinds of material, exploring
new crafts and techniques. My work
involves simplicity and I have a
fetish for products or objects that
have a country feel in them. I like to
visualize a product keeping in mind
the environment and space. In other
words, I am fond of the blend of space
and product design. I feel that when
a product is designed, it shouldn’t be
designed as just a product but with the
thought of where it would be kept.
Diploma Project :
Designed and developed product
for the upcoming Maharaja Sawai
Mansingh II Museum, Museum Shop
at the The City Palace, Jaipur, taking
inspiration from the artifacts of the
Museum’s Collection using local
craft. The products would be sold as
souvenirs mainly to foreign visitors.
The products has to be high end, light
weight and easy to pack and carry.
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Tauseef Rehan Abidi

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application

c/o Tauqeer Adnan, C-3131,
Rajaji Puram
Lucknow (U.P.) 226017
tauseefrehan@gmail.com
www.tauseefrehan.iicd.in

9982065718

I belong to Lucknow, city of Nawabs,
where the culture grows in itself.
Lucknow has been famous for its
crafts, and I have been a small part of
it some way or the other. I was quite
inspired with its crafts and heritage.
After gaining knowledge in Indian
Institute of Crafts & Design (IICD), I
am interested in the amalgamation of
crafts and design in the craft sector.
I want to focus on my perspective
which involves design sensitization at
the grassroots level and gives possible
solutions to the issues related to it,
which will give a new dimension to
my life and crafts in my own way.

Diploma Project :
Design & Development, Production,
Finishing & Marketing were the key
component of this project. Range of
Office Accessories were developed
with Dhokra craft at its core. More
than 700 finished products were
developed, ready to be produced and
marketed. Cluster development of
Bell Metal (Dhokra craft) in Ektal and
Baigandi villages of Raigarha district,
Chattisgarh state.
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Tejas Soni

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
“Sona Jewellers”, Kansara Bazzar,
Near Tower, Amreli – 365601(GUJARAT)
tezinz@gmail.com
www.tejassoni.iicd.in

9982267788

Born and brought up in Gujarat, the
land of crafts and cultural heritage,
I grew with traditions. I come from
a family of goldsmiths, and metal
and its various forms have always
been a part of me. I have also been
deeply in love with nature, and its
various creations. I feel that it is the
strongest source of inspiration as I am
surrounded by it all the time. Nature
has always been an encouraging
point in my designs. I feel that the
amalgamation of nature and design
with the element of crafts has a great
potential for the upcoming market. I
wish to work in the Indian craft sector
in a way which could help take it to
a greater level of appreciation by the
world at large.
Diploma Project :
Design & Development, Production,
Finishing & Marketing were the key
component of this project. Range of
products were developed for Food &
Drink accessories with Dhokra craft
at its core. More than 700 finished
products were developed, ready to
be produced and marketed. Cluster
development of Bell Metal (Dhokra
craft) in Ektal and Baigandi villages of
Raigarha district, Chattisgarh state.
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Ankita Khandelwal
Soft Material Application

D-9/136, Shyam marg, Chitrkoot ,
Vishalinagar, Jaipur.
ankita_khandelwal85@yahoo.com,
ankita.mamodia@gmail.com

0141 – 2440282, 9987095274, 9314607593
Freelancing

Worked on modern floral designs.
The designs got selected for Fab India
retail outlets as part of their Summer
2008 Collection .

Diploma Project:
Home textiles for export market
Developed end to end range of home
furnishings customized products as
per buyer requirements for ‘Yamini’,
sister concern store in Mumbai.
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Anuradha Kumawat

Hard Material Applications
8/44 old Shiv bari Road,
Ambedker colony,
Bikaner-334003

anuradhakumawat@yahoo.co.in

0151-2230841, 9413748728
Projects with KVIC

Presently I am working with local
craft people and am incorporating
their techniques in new products so
that they become marketable and
augment the artisans’ income. Prior
to this I have designed side table for
drawing rooms in wood, match box
in metal, garden center table in stone,
life style products in metal casting ,
surface embellishment, accessory for
quick nap for office goers etc.
I have field experience in enameling,
embossing, patina; metal engraving,
koftgari and gold plating techniques. I
am well versed with Windows Word,
Excel & Power Point, Auto CADD,
Photoshop, Corel draw, Adobe In
design CS, Rhinoceros.

Diploma Project:
Designed contemporary furniture in
natural fiber for living room and semi
outdoor (porch).
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Athar Ali

Hard Material Application
Flat no-106 1st floor, Jeevan Apartment,
Jamianagar, Okhla, New Delhi-110025
ali.iicd@gmail.com
ali_iicd@yahoo.co.in

011-26828384, 9711169892
Freelance Designer, Company Vishaz, New Delhi
I had worked for an NGO, Abhilasha,
for 5 years as workshop cocoordinator. I was then associated
with A. B. Design Habit & Co. Pvt.
Ltd, New Delhi from November 2008
to June 2009. For the last six months, I
have been working as an independent
designer.

Diploma Project:
Design development of contemporary
furniture in natural fiber for domestic
market.
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Nupur Gupta

Hard Material Applications
2/603, Jawa
har Nagar, Jaipur.
nupur_23@yahoo.com

0141-2651534, 9414461011
Freelance Design in print design

I am engaged as freelance graphic and
craft designer under the brand name
SVARN Creations. This role has helped
me gain experience in executing
project management tasks imperative
in running a design company which
includes meetings with clients,
providing job estimates and capturing
feedback etc. I have great experience
of working on metal, stones and
wood. I have undertaken various
freelance graphic design assignments
including creation of various logos
corporate identity, brochures, ad
campaigns and artwork. Some of
the recent craft design projects I
have undertaken are developing gift
items in silver combined with other
materials, designing a complete range
of bedroom furniture, developing new
range of products for trade fair’09
in Noida. I am also an empanelled
designer with Khadi Village Industries
Commission, Jaipur.

Diploma Project:
Designed
furniture.

a

range

of

bedroom
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Priyanka M Khare
Hard Material Application

602, Green Park Yogi Hills,
Mulund West, Mumbai
rishipia1@gmail.com, 		
rishi.shrivastav1@gmail.com

9320895978
Freelance Designer
I have worked in Living Spaces, Delhi
as Furniture Designer and my expertise
lies in Lifestyle Products. During my
stint in Living Spaces I have worked on
some leading projects which includes
Taj Group of Hotels, Palace on Wheels
and one of the biggest malls in India,
Ambience Mall.
My learning at IICD has been the key
to the success of these projects. As
an artist my skills include working
with diverse mediums like wood,
metal, clay and ceramics. Currently
I am preparing for my exhibitions in
some of the leading exhibition centers
in India. I have also participated in
multiple exhibitions of my sculptures
successfully.

Diploma Project:
Wooden World: Developed house
hold furniture for domestic market.
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Reshma Maharana

Soft Material Applications

No. 10/1,Flat no. A-7, Anjaneya layout,
Pipeline road Ejipura, Bangalore – 560047
hello228reshma@gmail.com,
hello22_8@yahoo.com

9916743488
At Industree Craft Foundation as Textile Designer

I am a Post Graduate in Textile
Designing looking for a job in the
field of print designing, garments,
home furnishings and surface
embellishments with a leading
organization. I am effective at
multitasking and can make efficient
use of given resources to accomplish
overall objectives.

Diploma Project:
Developed block and screen prints
garments
design
and
surface
embellishment for the newly launched
section of Industree.
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Ritika Tambi

Soft Material Application
H-57 Tambi Bhawan ,Jhakeshwar Marg,
Bani Park,Jaipur
ritika_tambi@yahoo.co.in

2283198, 9928926937
Presently doing a sari design project for Ganpati Fashion

As in any other area of activity, my
work involves a lot of attention &
dedication to detail. In order to live
up to the expectations, I need to be in
touch with the latest trends in colours
and designs. I am dedicated to my
work and try to do justice to it. I am
determined to have my professional
career in this field. I am working hard
to achieve the best.

Diploma Project:
Home Furnishing & Yardage: Designed
3 collections with 3 color ways and
each collection with main surface,
coordinate and a border.
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Shirsendu Mondal
Hard Material Applications

G 310, Sitapura Industrial Area
Jaipur
shir2002@gmail.com

9460140765
Furniture designer in Heritage, Jaipur

As a PG student of Indian Institute
of Crafts and Design, presently I am
working as a furniture designer with
an export company in Jaipur. Before
designing furniture I keep in mind
the basic joinery to provide furniture
the necessary strength. I study the
appropriateness of the context, theme
and form for my furniture which can
be aesthetically appealing as well as
cater to the comfort level for the user.

Diploma Project:
Product development
Furniture.

range

in
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Usha Sharma

Soft Material Application
2-THA-46, Vigyan Nagar,
Kota -324005
ushagunnu @gmail.com

0744-2420265, 9461680444
Freelance designer for Kota Doria, Bagru block print &
computer aided graphic design
Presently
I
am
engaged
in
designing,
product
development
and diversification of multiple uses
of Kota Doria. I am also engaged in
creating designs in Bagru prints and
its development on wooden blocks,
development of natural and vegetable
colors based on Bagru patterns on
grey and Kota Doria.

Diploma Project:
Bagru Natural Dyes. Designed a
collection for home furnishings with
natural dyes.
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Chanchal Rathore
Soft Material Application

417 Johari Bazar Halidiyon Ka Rasta
Near Dena Bank Jaipur.
chanchaliz@gmail.com,
channchalinsearch@yahoo.com

9829375033

Engaged with a DC(H) project & have also started my
company named Mrida.
The designer’s sense is aesthetic
& is finely honed. Each creation
is handcrafted to perfection with
meticulous attention to detail. I
have also done some workshops in
villages for craftsmen, artisans &
have introduced their creation in my
collection in the industry. My main
emphasis is on natural dye, prints,
weave & handcraft. I have a unique
style of design which represents my
roots. My collection is simple but
strong due to the faultlessly clean
lines; my designs are traditional yet
contemporary. My work is modern,
deceptively simple & strongly reflects
my attention to details.

Diploma Project:
Designed two collections in range of
garments with traditional Rajasthan
embroidery for Rang Sutra shop.
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Gazala Choudhary
Soft Material Applications

21/108 Kaveri Path, Mansarovar, Jaipur
gajala@gmail.com

0141-2392972, 9414252161
Faculty at ARCH Academy of Textiles and
running Design studio ‘PRAYAS’

As a textile designer, I have been
working in printing sector since last 2
years. This colorful sector of Rajasthan
has given me immense opportunity
to explore and work with an array
of traditional skills of block printing.
I have handled various projects in
craft design of felts products , home
furnishing and apparel.

Diploma Project:
Developing collection in home
furnishing by using traditional
techniques such as block printing
,patch work, embroidery.
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Raghukul Rewadiya
Soft Material Application

43, Near stadium, Sanganer-303902,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
raghukul7@gmail.com

0141-2732579, 9413840762
Textile Designer in Export Company, Artasia.

I am working for block print craft and
having experience with non woven
design; fabrication, end finishing of
product, export merchandising and
handling buyers.
As a designer first I would like to
mention that I belong to a craft
family. My opinion about designers
is that we should not be responsible
only for design but should also keep
in mind the end consumer’s choice.
So I am involved and associated with
these fields. I love to explore various
challenges & possibilities in various
crafts.
Diploma Project:
Printed Home furnishing for season
2008-09. Designed 4 collections with
three color ways and each collection
with main surface, coordinates and a
border.
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Rakhi Basu

Soft Material Applications
L 530, Sarita Vihar, Delhi, 110076, India
rakhibasu@gmail.com

9810970643
Freelance Designer

I came into IICD with an exposure to
art with its individualistic world as
well as the very commercial, goaloriented advertising sphere. I came in
with a curiosity about Indian crafts,
of which I had limited knowledge. My
stay in the institute gave me a tactile
exposure to technique and material.
This new-found understanding of the
singular beauty of the “hand-made”
has given me the understanding to
use my studies towards professional
as well as personal practices with
confidence.

Diploma Project:
Bagru Printed products. Designed a
range of scarves and stoles
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Sheethal Jadhav
Soft Material Application

Idea G # 893B, 10th Cross, 80Ft Road,
Chandra Lay out, Bangalore – 560040 Karnataka
sjadhav@ideagmail.com, info@ideagmail.com
sjadhav@gmail.com

091 080 23213961, 98444 83706
Creative Head of Idea G.
On completion of my diploma project
with Dastkar Andhra, I worked with
a Kolkotta based designer “Earthy
Myths” as assistant designer &
business coordinator. After I got
married, I have started working as
Creative Head at “IDEA G”, Bangalore.
This company is involved in internet/
Intranet application development
and providing business auxiliary
services. Besides my day to day work
assignments, I am involved with a
group of rural women. I trained them
in the areas of knitting, stitching, hand
embroidery, making of traditional
herbal face scrub etc.. Now I am
working on a range of kids’ wear in
natural dyed handloom fabrics. To
sell these products, I have started a
foundation (NGO), purely working
for the empowerment of rural people.

Diploma Project:
Dharam: Designed a range of kids
wear for Dastkaar Andhra’s retail
outlet Dharam. The projects included
design of simple and easy to open
garments for 0 to 7 year child.
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Disha Jangid

Soft Material Application
133, Sector 13 Part II, Hisar,
Haryana. Pin 125005
disha.jangid@gmail.com

9896656285, 9414507993, 9416535006
Freelance Designer

I have specialized in soft furnishing
that includes leather, textile and paper.
I am currently involved with printing
and embroidery assignments. I have
also worked on fashion garments and
attended a couple of international
fairs like Indian International Garment
fair and Garments of Livelihood Expo
2005, World Bank. I wish to continue
my work in print and embroidery to
gain expertise in this field.

Diploma Project:
Designed Home Furnishing Table linen
range in embroidery for Japanese
market.
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Manoj Yadav

Hard Material Applications

		

33, Summer Nagar extension,
Opposite Gupta farms, Muhana Mandi Road
Mansarovar, Jaipur Rajasthan, (India)
manojiicd@gmail.com

9829471042, 0141-2171409

Running a Design college with JSS Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Govt. of India

I have been an empanelled designer
with Development Commissioner
(Handicrafts) Ministry of Textile,
Government of
India, Dastakar
Protsahan
Sansthan,
Govt
of
Rajasthan, Rajasthan Small Scale
Industries Corporation, Government
of Rajasthan. I have developed
contemporary products using the
traditional skill of craft persons of
Kavad and Koftgari in the cluster of
Bassi Chittor, Udaipur, Rajasthan.
I am also involved with NGOs and
work with Craft based industries.
Diploma Project:
Kofatgiri Craft project:Developing
utility and decorative products in
Kofatgiri craft using the technique of
silver inlay in metal.
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Nishi Singh

Soft Material Application
533, Sector- 7 B, Faridabad -121006, Haryana
nishysingh@yahoo.com, surfacecraft@yahoo.com

9899905287
Working as Designer with Dastkari Haat Samiti, Delhi

I am a talented & highly motivated
textile designer and am the grand
daughter of a Master craftsman in
wood carving. This craft journey
started from my childhood by
experimenting with handicrafts. I
have an experience of more than 20
design projects done with various
NGOs, government and international
agencies, export houses, design
studios of apparel, home fashions &
accessories.
My inspiration came from Indian folk
palette and rich heritage. Therefore, I
aspire to set a professional standard
for Indian craft, using trends and
forecasts for the acceptance of Indian
& international brands. I deeply
admire and respect craft activists and
designers for their continuous efforts
towards making Indian traditional
craft and textiles internationally
accepted. Appreciation and kind
words of encouragement by designers
& teachers has further enhanced my
creativity.
Diploma Project:
Women’s wear collections for every
day leisure in city and outdoors, Indian
Contemporary, totally handcrafted,
using varied Indian craft skills.
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Prabal Kumar

Soft Material Applications
96/B, Ramgali No.6, Raja Park, Jaipur.
dasprabal@yahoo.com

9829203870
Working as Designer and Merchandiser with a company
named Artasia in Jaipur

My profile of work involves interacting
with prospective buyers which gives
me an insight into their requirements.
I then explore different techniques of
surface embellishment as per the brief
and inputs received.
Diploma Project:
Designed screen prints and embroidery
motifs.
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Rajesh Dangoria
Hard Material Application

9-A, Shanti Path, Near Triveni
Bus stand, Gopalpura by pass, Jaipur,
Rajasthan, (India)
jeshchandra@gmail.com

9929270107

Freelance and empanelled designer with Development
Commissioner (Handicrafts) Ministry of Textile, Govt. of
India.
I want to be a true Indian & Craft
Techno Manager with the aim of
providing livelihood and opportunities
to the people through their traditional
crafts skills and also contribute
towards child education.

Diploma Project:
Kavad Craft Project: Developing utility
and decorative products in Kavad
craft using local motifs, surprise
elements, colorful surfaces and
folding principles.
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Rajni Pandey

Hard Material Applications
G1/504, Moraj Residency, Sector-16, Palm Beach Road.
Sanpada, Navi Mumbai-400705
pandey.rajni@gmail.com

9920738703
Freelance Designer

Till now I have worked on different
handicrafts like Ettikkopaka lacquered
turn wood toys, Bidri handicraft,
terracotta, Shantiniketan embossed
leather,
patch
work,
banzara
embroidery, zari & zardozi craft. I
have two years of experience in the
field of design and have excellent
command over drawing, sketching,
photography, design software, Auto
cad and Corel Draw. I am efficient in
conducting workshops.

Diploma Project:
Bespoke Furniture range in Granite &
Silver.
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Rajvardhan Singh
Soft Material Application

2502, Sainmarino Apartments,
CGHS-6, Near DPS, Sector- 45,
Gurgaon, Haryana
rajvardhans@gmail.com, nahdravraj@gmail.com

9811614223
Production Merchant Coordination with Pearl Global Limited
Diploma Project:
Developed range of home furnishings
in Soft Material Application.
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Ruchi Sinha

Hard Material Applications
Dr. Vijay Kr. Sinha, “Jyoti Sudha”,
Anand Vihar, Near A. P. Colony,
Gaya -823001
ruchi.leo@gmail.com

0631-2226690, 9243006691

Working as freelance designer/projects. Prior to this worked
with Industree

I had the opportunity to study and
research various forms of handicrafts
and develop a database of vendors.
During this process, I identified and
added new craft communities to the
existing artisan network. I looked
at the craft techniques to find ways
to increase the productivity as well
as reduce the cost of production. I
handled the concept development,
final production, market feedback and
merchandising of a vast range of craftbased products for the “Earth Home”
category at Mother Earth. I train the
sales team on craft products, design
aspects for a better customer interface,
packaging designs for the existing and
new range of products, store display
and visual merchandising.

Diploma Project:
Designing range of furniture, life style
and garden accessories with wood
inlay and stone carving.
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Santosh Kumar Jha
Hard Material Application

C/o Mr. Balbhadra Jha. Professor’s Colony,
Digghi West. Darbhanga - 846004. Bihar. India
handicraftdesigner@gmail.com, jsantosh_iicd@yahoo.co.in

9007298639
Working with Hitachi KK Group of Companies. Kolkata
I am associated as Deputy Head of the
Department (Design & Development),
heading the sampling and display
department, coordinating the national
network of our galleries, heading
projects, conducting in-house training
for employees and customers,
presentation and demonstration at
new product launch programs for
sales and management teams as well
as clients.

Diploma Project:
Design furniture and lifestyle products
in Paper Mache & leather craft of
Indore.
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Shiuli

Hard Material Applications
Shiuli Qr No. CD 567, Sector 2,
P.O. Dhurwa Ranchi -834004
shiuli.s@gmail.com

9624561645
Working with T D W Furniture till June 2009

I have always had an inherent
knack for accepting challenges and I
believe that this enables me to make
a meaningful contribution to society
supplemented with precious value
addition to myself. I am
an innovative and resourceful result
oriented professional with an interest
in crafts, design, materials and
techniques that has led me to travel
places and explore different sectors of
design.
I was involved in the design and
layout for a monograph titled ‘Gajanan
Upadhyaya Furniture Designer’ and
participated in holding an exhibition
for - Furniture Designs by Gajanan
Upadhyaya. My job required me to
deal with clients, design registration,
and preparing cutting diagrams for
some of the standard designs. Before
joining T D W Furniture, I was
briefly associated with an interior
design firm in Delhi, for which I had
designed furniture and accessories for
home interiors and a few customized
designs for their regular clients.
Diploma Project:
Reflection: Research & Design new
range of furniture with contemporary
appearance and traditional Indian
essence for target consumers who
are missing their homeland.
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Sudeepa Karmakar
Hard Material Application

C/ 22, Cross road- 3, New Dalma View colony, Sonari,
Jamshedpur- 831011, State - Jharkhand.
sudeepa6@gmail.com

0657- 2305778, 09986587206

My creativity and my urge to design
led me to this profession. I specialize
in hard materials and have done quite
a few projects in lifestyle products. I
have been fortunate enough to have
worked with organizations likeHitachi- KK, Kolkata, Dovetail (Design
Store), Bangalore, Maya Organic, etc;
to name a few.
I am currently working with Faindia
Overseas Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore sector,
as a Design Consultant. Besides
designing, I like to read books, paint
and travel in my leisure. I shall always
remain grateful to IICD, my alma mater
to have given me the opportunity to
learn and train for not only design,
but also in marketing and managerial
capabilities.

Diploma Project:
Live in Style: Developing lifestyle
accessories using wood and metal as
material
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Sugandha Gupta

Hard Material Applications
B 15/14 Shiv Marg,
Bani park, Jaipur

guptsugandha@gmail.co.in

9413991971
Working with AKFD - Ayush Kasliwal Furniture Design,
Jaipur

I have specialized in hard material
application from IICD. I am mostly
interested in artistic installations,
concept based designs, and need
based designs. Presently, I am doing
installations, table tops etc for hotels. I
am also doing craft workshops at JVF,
the workshops are aimed at building
relations of artisans with general
public. In each workshop we chose
a craft, call the relevant artisans, give
a brief introduction to kids about the
craft, and then kids make some small
items in that craft with help of artisan
and volunteers. I love to do such art
and craft workshops.

Diploma Project:
Developing lifestyle products and
furniture in wood by using techniques
such as carving, turning and
lacquering.
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Vartika Kumari

Soft Material Application
S-1, Rajesh Kumar, Plot no. 7a,
Teachers colony, D.C.M. Ajmer
Road, Jaipur
kumarivartika@gmail.com, vartikakumari@yahoo.com

9252340165
Freelance Designer
I have been involved with several
companies and NGOs like Nandi
Exports, CFM New Delhi as Freelance
designer and have developed designs
in home furnishing, weaving, surface
development, merchandising, foot
wear designs for UK market, home
furnishing for kids (patch work) etc.
I am an empanelled designer with DC
(Handicrafts).

Diploma Project:
Developing a range of woven fabrics
using traditional techniques of
weaving.
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Veenu Hirawat

Soft Material Applications
1-B, Purohit Ji ka Bagh,
M.I.Road, Jaipur- 302001
veenuhirawat@gmail.com

0141- 2373201, 9828225408
Freelance Designer with private and
non-government organizations

Intricacy of the design has always
been my main interest. I like to work
with the traditional block printers and
articulate the placement of the block
to achieve a modern print. The basis
of my work is to attain an aesthetic
look, with available and sometimes
limited resources. With paper as a
material, my idea has always been
‘be creative & be experimental’. I have
worked with some paper industries,
designing products with paper. I had
been a part of the design team at Rasa,
developing new prints.

Diploma Project:
Designed Hand Crafted Textiles.
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Vineet Kaur

Hard Material Application
400, Sec-37, Pace city II, Gurgaon
vineetkaur7@gmail.com

0135-2761089, 9999578594
Designer at Designwise India Pvt. Ltd.

Inspirations for my designs come from
nature. Seeing with hands, touching
with my eyes, my trysts with nature
stir up my imagination. Even a simple
pebble has tales to tell. Lend an ear
and ‘see’ for yourself!

Diploma Project:
Developing a range of desktop
accessories, magazine rack, lamps,
clocks, photo frames etc in metal.
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Dema Mittal

Soft Material Application
PN 17, West Govind Nagar, Amer Road, Jaipur-302002
dema.mittal@gmail.com

00447536528896 (London)
Working with Arvind Mills Ltd.

I have experience in working with
Fabindia,
ArvindMills,
Synergy
Lifestyles Pvt Ltd., etc as textile
designer in both home furnishings
and apparel sector. Currently pursuing
my MA in Design Management
from University of the Arts, London
and doing research on competitive
strategies to sell Indian craft products
in the international (UK) market.

Diploma Project:
Fire ‘N’ Ice: Developing a collection
of home furnishings for the export
market using print, weave structures
and various surface embellishments
as techniques.
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Mamta Pant

Soft Material Applications
			

Jyotipunj house,
East Pokherkhali,
Almora,Uttarakhand

mamtapant15@gmail.com, mamtapant_15@yahoo.co.in,

9997269982
Freelance Designer

I started my work with weaving
with KVIB where I was working only
with wool. Currently I am doing one
project with KVIC in which I have
to design contemporary products
out of traditional crafts from the
interiors of Kumaoun region of
Uttarakhand and another project of
block printing with Dehradun based
NGO. I have also started an NGO,
named Global Education Society,
where we are educating village people
and conducting income generation
activities for them by making hand
painted products like hand bags,
photo frames, file cover, etc.

Diploma Project:
Samanvay: Developing contemporary
and incorporating local art and
craft of weave designs for woven
shawls inspired from the crafts of
Uttrakhand.
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Manish Nath Jha
Hard Material Application

H-315, Simper (old), Delhi- 110095
manishjha76@gmail.com

9971062625
Design Manager in Dapper Exports Pvt.Ltd. New Delhi.

My work area is to develop new
product shapes, designs & finishes,
co-ordinate with buyers, and also
includes development & designing
of product promotion materials
(including Website). I am working as a
team leader in the factory & monitoring
progress of all developments on regular
basis, addressing technical problems
& finding solutions for them.

Diploma Project :
Designed & developed Plate, Bowls,
Decorative and Gift Products in
Plywood, Stainless Steel, Brass and
Copper Sheet with Thathera, Sand
Casting, Acid Etching Techniques for
export market as well as for domestic
market.
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Parul Gupta

Hard Material Applications
				

BQ-62, Shalimar Bagh (W),
Delhi -110088
pgparul@gmail.com

00447788152309, 004407780000917, 9911070400

Diploma Project :
Designed and developed products
using hard materials. The projects were
of varied nature; some were product
specific, others were interpretations of
buyer’s brief and a range of products
was to be developed accordingly.
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Rajesh Kumar

Hard Material Application
Dialup Industries
Pvt. Ltd. G-161-164, Barge Industrial Area Barge, Japer
kraftindia@gmail.com

9351156211
Working with Arvind Mills Ltd.

My work area includes design
development, 3Dmodeling, finishes
development
and
assembly
instructions for furniture.

Diploma Project :
Jewellery design & Devlopment in
semiprecious stone and combination
with silver.
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Sachin Kumar Tiwari
Hard Material Applications

96/B RAM Gali no 6,
Raja Park Jaipur 302004
sachintiwari.sachin@gmail.com

9829441830
Product Designer and Craft Facilitator (Self Employed)

I own a firm, the main aim of which
is to facilitate the clients with designs,
sampling and getting the production
done. We deal in all kinds of metals,
including silver and some gold as
surface embellishment, stone which
includes semiprecious stones, marble
and sand stones; we outsource glass
directly from Firozabad. We as a firm
focus more on the satisfaction of the
clients with new designs, sampling
and production.

Diploma Project :
Developing lifestyle products in
metal, wood, stone. Products like
lamp shades, tray, bottle openers, nut
cracker etc.
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Shalini Mittal

Soft Material Application
271, New Millennium Apts.,
Plot No.2, Sector-23, Dwarka
New Delhi-110075
shalini@gmail.com, shaloo_6@yahoo.com

+91-9968475426, 011-42778563
Freelance designing with Export Houses
I am engaged with export houses as
a freelance home furnishing designer
specializing in block printing,
embroidery & weaving. I meet buyers
and present market studies.
Diploma Project :
Development for garments and home
furnishings for domestic market.
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Shashank Shekhar
Hard Material Applications

S/o M K.K.Lal New professor’s Colony
Hanumanganj, Mishratola
Darbhanga-846004 (Bihar)
shekhar.cd2003@gmail.com

06272-223904, 09331036145
Working with Hitachi-KK Mfg.Co.

Designing new products, Improvement
in old products, Sample supervision.
Diploma Project :
Poetry in wood: Introduced new
product ranges of furniture using
wood as material.
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Shreedutta Roy

Soft Material Application
Roy Bhawan, Ranitala, PO Kulti, Distt
Burdwan, West Bengal - 713343
royshreedutta@gmail.com

9800378821, 6460140414
Freelance Designer

I love to design contemporary
ethnic and modern textiles. I have a
fascination for working on cushion
covers with varied shapes and sizes,
working with mediums like print,
embroidery and patchwork and
embellished surface. I love to design
& Layout Documents, Logos and
Visiting Cards.
Diploma Project :
Discover design: Designed a collection
of cushions on geometric patterns.
Simple forms of circles, rhombus,
polka dots and half circles.
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Tiya John

Hard Material Applications
Pottamkulam, Yendayar P.O - 686514,
Kottayam District, Kerala.
tiyaj@yahoo.com

04828-286138, 9495986138
Interior Stylist in Stapati Architecture,
Interior Design and Planning.

I am an enthusiastic, hard working
and self motivated individual who is
seeking to further my career within
a varied, challenging and rewarding
environment.
I possess a warm
and friendly personality, an open
minded attitude and a willingness to
continually learn.
As an interior stylist my challenge is to
select and coordinate soft furnishings
and artifacts suitable for specific
areas for the projects undertaken by
the company. I have to communicate
well with the architects and clients to
work along the theme for the entire
collection. Apart from maintaining a
database of suppliers and fabricators,
my work also involves a lot of research,
keeping up-to-date with the latest
trends, visiting new properties, and of
course making sense of the intricately
detailed architectural drawings that
are churned out aplenty!
Diploma Project :
Equinox: Developing range of
coordinated accessories like bed
covers, table covers and durries in
Ikkat, a range of cushion covers,
waffle towels for bath collection.
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Tripti Trivedi

Soft Material Application
23/148,swaran path, Mansarovar, Jaipur
tripti_trivedi@yahoomail.com

9982315673
Working with Gad Fashions, Jaipur

In my short career span I have worked
in renowned companies and export
houses such as EXOTICA OVERSEAS
, Panipat, in 2008, and SYNERGY
LIFESTYLES PVT.LTD, MUMBAI, in
2007 where I designed and developed
a product range for home furnishings,
using
different
techniques
in
embroidery, print, and weave.
I have also worked with Aravali Exports,
Jaipur, designing and developing
products for home furnishings, using
block print technique.
I was engaged in a designing and
product development project on
home furnishings of patchwork
with ARTASIA, Jaipur in 2004. This
particular collection was especially
designed for the Indian Handicrafts
and Gift Fair, 2005, where it received
a very good response.
Diploma Project :
Designed a theme based collection in
home furnishing.
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Vandana Sharma
Hard Material Applications

H-59, Sector – 25
Noida – 201301
vandana.shrm@gmail.com

9818067342, 0120 2531397
Head Design Consultant with Living Spaces, NewDelhi.

The job profile is developing new
designs in existing range of household
furniture and also as per client
specification, managing the upholstery
department and client serving.		
I design furniture for the domestic
market. My area of work revolves
around designing furniture for homes
and handling turnkey projects.
Layouts are prepared according to
which furniture is designed to suit the
needs of the client.
Diploma Project :
Grandeur in Timber: Development
of lifestyle products and furniture in
wood.
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Amitra Sudan Saha
Hard Material Application

Asian Heritage Foundation
C-52 NDSE-II New Delhi- 49
amitra31@rediffmail.com, amitrasudansaha@gmail.com

9999401898 (Delhi), 033-22441819 (Kolkata)
Working as consultant with Asian Heritage Foundation

After graduation I started my carrier as
an educationist in craft management
for rural crafts man. After a year
I started working as a freelance
designer, this gave me an opportunity
to travel, learn, and share. During this
period I worked with various crafts
skill across the country. Currently I
am working as a designer/artist with
Asian Heritage Foundation. I see
myself working as a creative change
agent to rejuvenate rural livelihoods
by infusing creativity in all spheres;
to diversify and expand the base of
crafts; and connect rural culture and
products for rural people.
Diploma Project :
Stone Artifact Promotion Projected
Development of various types of
techniques of Jalis in stone by carving
geometrical patterns.
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Anjali Bhatnagar

Soft Material Applications
80/74, Malviya Nagar,
NewDelhi – 110017
anjali256@gmail.com

+91-9650600590, 011-26682870
Design and Marketing Coordinator with All India Artisans
and Craft Workers Welfare Association (AIACA)

I work towards linking the rural
artisans with main stream buyers,
help them in design, costing, pricing;
customizing their products to suit the
requirements of the buyers; sharing
the latest market trends with them and
helping them communicate with both
domestic and international buyers.
I work as the Design and Marketing
Coordinator at All India Artisans and
Craft workers Welfare Association
(AIACA). My focus is on developing the
Craftmark brand which is an initiative
of AIACA that seeks to help increase
sales of Indian handicraft products in
mainstream retail markets. AIACA is a
membership-based association for the
handloom and handicraft sectors.

Diploma Project :
Kaaruh: Developing collection of
home furnishings for export market
like cushion covers, curtains, blinds,
table.
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Gargee Pandey

Soft Material Application
694 / 5 Lane No: 8, Vijay Park
Extension, Dehradun, Uttarakhand.
pande.gargi@gmail.com, gargi_pande2025@yahoo.co.in

(0) 9927212678, (0) 9927112019, (0135)2531307
Designer Coordinator for International Year of Natural Fiber
2009 with Uttarakhand Bamboo and Fiber Development
Board, Dehradun.
My career objective is to contribute
to
the
sustainable
livelihood
development of the artisans and rural
poor.
I co-ordinate the integrated
livelihood
development
project
based on seasonal grasses, fiber
and bamboo which includes the
management of the entire project,
design and product development,
product promotion, market linkages,
establishment of market focused mini
and small enterprise development,
handholding the community ensuring
the sustainability of enterprises, etc.
I provide guidance on the design
aspects for the development of new
designs for the assistant designers/
master trainers under SCP, NBM
as required. I also coordinate the
entire project activity in the field and
provide guidance to the field staff
in the implementation of different
project activities.

Diploma Project :
Tharu a community working in Kansi
and Seenk Development of lifestyle
products in natural fiber.
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Shanu Bindal

Soft Material Applications
Ansal Krishna I apartments, flat 708,
Augudi, Koramangla, Bangalore
shanubindal@yahoo.co.in

09741007442, 09880186642
Working in Print design, Weaving, Embroidery, Pattern
cutting Textiles (Bags, kids wear) and Tie and dye.
I would like to introduce myself as
a textile designer with specialization
working with handicrafts. Textile
being the core of my designing, I work
on surface embellishment, prints
and weaves. I work mainly with soft
furnishings, kids wear and accessories
like bags, lampshades, etc. I love
to combine different materials and
create varied textures. My designs
speak simplicity and believe that with
my experience and skills, I can help
an industry/organization to build
a strong design and supply base. I
have worked in various craft pockets
in India and have reasonably good
knowledge of various craft related
issues and the related constraints.

Diploma Project :
Home Couture: Developed a range of
home furnishings.
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Shweta Awasthi
Soft Material Application

Dallis Sai Residency Flat-005, BEML hospital road,
G.M. plaza, New Thippsandra, Bangalore-560075
shweta_awa@yahoo.co.in

9611977627, 080 40975504
Freelance textile designer

I am a textile designer from the Indian
Institute of Crafts and Design, Jaipur.
My area of specialisation includes
designing craft based products and
accessories in textile, leather and
paper.
Currently I am working as a freelance
craft design consultant and have
organized various design workshops.
I also have the experience of working
with NGOs, industries and export
houses in the craft sector. I believe my
experience with different craft groups
and industries will help to design and
develop products in various fields.My
focus is to design and develop range
of home furnishings with varied
techniques like hand and machine
embroidery, screen and hand printing
for surface ornamentation with latest
trend and forecast, targeting market
of Europe and U.S.

Diploma Project :
Tantu: Coordinated sets of
furnishings and garments.
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Vallabh Rastogi

Hard Material Applications
FL No 408, Charms Solitare,
Plot No. 14, Ahinsa Khand,
Mall Road, Indrapuram
valras24@yahoo.co.in

9871966055, 0120 4378056
Design consultant with Devi Design Studio, Gurgaon

I am a hard working person with a
positive attitude and open mind. I
like working with craft development
organizations in the area of product
development.
My other interests are photography,
3D
modelling
on
computers,
travelling, playing various indoor
and outdoor games. Although my
specialization has been wood, metal
and stone; my area of interest remains
metal. I design and develop lifestyle
accessories and utility products for
domestic and international markets.
The knowledge gained at IICD along
with the practical know-how attained
at a commercial setup has helped
me understand design better. I try
to incorporate traditional crafts with
modern technology to cater to the
design requirements of my clients.

Diploma Project :
Dawning Spires: Developed a range of
temple tops which represent Mughal
Indian era with modern designs.
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Vikas Mehta

Soft Material Application
1212, Flat no. D-2, Aastha Niwas,
Near Arjun nagar phatak, Tonk road, Jaipur
sakiv15@yahoo.co.in

9414100300
Working with ‘Artasia’, Jaipur as a Senior Textile Designer

I am confident, creative, active,
observant, analytical, and determined.
A post graduate from Indian Institute
of Crafts and Design, Jaipur, I am
seeking to further my knowledge as
a designer. I am a hard worker and
a quick learner, am patient and pay
close attention to detail. I easily adapt
myself to the rural environment.
My aim is to design and develop an
exclusive range of home furnishing
products based on the latest trends
and forecasts with a vision to bring
a fresh new perspective to traditional
textiles and techniques of India and
the world.

Diploma Project :
Developed garments and patch work
quilts along with home furnishing
collections of table linens, sets of
cushion covers in Jute, Polyester, Silk,
Taffeta, Satin, Cotton and Organdy
for IFFTEX and Indian Handicrafts &
Gifts Fair Spring 2006.
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Deepak Bharti

P G ● 20 0 1

Soft Material Application
108, Sector 17 A, Gurgaon
deepakb.design@gmail.com

9811593940
Working as Fashion Accessories Designer with Gurgaon
based Home Textiles Export house.

My profile of work is conceptualization
and implementation of designs with
a vision of upcoming trends and
practical viability. It’s been a little
over four years since I graduated
from IICD and began my first job as a
professional. When I started working,
one of my major concerns was that I
wanted to be in a situation where there
would be a lot of opportunities for
me to improve upon what I acquired
as an IICDian and learn about the
sector I was never exposed to, that
is, exports. My close association with
craft sector categorically reflects in my
work and makes it unique in terms of
inventiveness and exploration.
Diploma Project :
Product
Market.

Development
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Soft Material Applications
C/o Harpal Singh
A-52, Keshav Nagar Sitapura Road, Lucknow.
dipalirathod2000@yahoo.com

09580861971, 09307719012
Freelance Designer

I have done my diploma project with
Alacrity, a range of chrism’s tree
skirt and stocking developed using
embroidery and embellishment of
sequins and bead work. I have also
enjoyed developing dog and bed and
accessories with printed table cover
mat and napkin and runner line called
Sahara, Karolina. It has been quite
enriching experience for me working
with alacrity, after diploma continued
work with alacrity for almost three
years, recently living in Lucknow and
looking for new job.
Diploma Project :
Developed range of Christmas tree
skirts and stockings using embroidery
and embellishment of sequins and
bead work.
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Harleen Macker
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Soft Material Application

D-228, Mahesh Marg, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur
harleen_macker@yahoo.co.uk

9829497809
Working with RASA Textiles, Jaipur.

Presently I am working as a
Textile Designer with RASA. I
have incorporated print design
with innovative techniques and
have also designed packaging and
stationery. I have been designing
hand embroidered textiles, made ups
and fashion garments. I have worked
on various techniques of surface
enhancement and hand painting.

Diploma Project :
Amalgamation of handmade paper
development of new surfaces and
products by using various techniques
like print design, fusing, interlinings,
embroidery, weaving and stitching
techniques.
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Sumana Ghosh
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Soft Material Applications
House No. 95, Prem Nagar Road No. 6
Latma road, Hatia, Ranchi 834003
sumona07ghosh@gmail.com

9711288070
Working with Fiori Creations, Faridabad, Haryana

Being associated with garment
industry, my roots are in the craft
sector. The task is not only to get
the work done, but also deal with
the artisans. I find myself extremely
privileged in being part of IICD, from
where I got my formal training to
work as a professional. In the present
scenario, I get an opportunity to
communicate with the artisans and
the clients.

Diploma Project :
Developed concepts of surface
embellishments like reverse appliqué
for accessories, garments and home
furnishings for nature bazaar.
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Swati Sharma
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Soft Material Application
900, B wing, Sandeep Sarovar,
S.V.P Nagar, MHADA four bungalow,
Andheri(w) Mumbai 53.
ssaannddeepp@hotmail.com

98214 16167
Freelance designer. Developing costume jewellery, garments
and home furnishings under own label BRAHMA KARMA.
Diploma Project :
Developed designs for apparel using
traditional craft in contemporary
styling.
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Aanchal Sodhani
Hard Material Application

RPS Flats, Sheikh Sarai, Phase1, New Delhi
aanchal.sodhani@gmail.com

9910049929
Designer/ Buyer with Industree Crafts Pvt. Ltd.

I am currently heading the design
and merchandising of home decor,
gifts and furniture for
Mother
Earth (motherearth.co.in) and am
working with NGOs, cooperatives,
studios and artisans. The company
I work for is a social enterprise and
we are looking at craft production
as a tool for rural livelihoods and
development. Consequently the scope
of my work extends from design and
product development to advising and
supporting our vendors (artisans,
NGOs and studios) in understanding
issues related to costing, marketing,
design feasibility, capacity building
etc. I also work for the promotion
of the brand through press and do a
great deal of content development.

Diploma Project :
Study the possibilities, context of
application and scope of interventions
of traditional rural terracotta craft
from Madhya Pradesh. Accordingly
implement the project to the extent
found feasible for pottery clusters .
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Aarti Yadav

Hard Material Applications
234/2, Opposite BSNLTelephone Exchange,
Old Delhi Road, Gurgaon, Haryana-122001, India
aartisyadav@gmail.com

91-124-2300548, 9999022558
Working as freelance design consultant

At present I am working with
Sumearth Handcrafted Solutions
Private Limited. The company is
based in the outskirts of Gurgaon and
aims at developing a synchronized
designer-artisan-market network. The
work involves research and design
development on varied traditional
craft techniques and materials to
develop products for the contemporary
urban market. The venture has been
commenced recently with initial
focus on traditional embroidery and
basic fabric structuring techniques
to develop collections for home and
fashion accessories. In short, the
work entails setting up a craft based
enterprise, with a strong market
oriented design foundation.

Diploma Project :
Across the bamboo fence. Develop
a range of products in bamboo for
the contemporary urban market like
stool, table, chairs and other lifestyle
products.
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Meghana Jain

Soft Material Application
J-88, Sector-25, Noida
meghanasingh05@gmail.com

91-0120-2441506, 9717261152
Designer for Footwear Design & Development Institute,
Noida

I teach basic design courses and take
students on field based craft studies.
I also conduct training programs for
rural artisans under the HRD mission.
Along with designing displays
for exhibitions, I develop design
collections for various national and
international fairs.
Diploma Project :
“Floor Coverings”: Developed 2
ranges of coordinated floor coverings
for the global market using various
handloom weaving techniques.
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Roopalie Sisodia
Soft Material Applications

Flat no. 501 Building no.9A, Alica Nagar, Lokhandwala,
Kandivali E, Mumbai - 400101
roopalie_sisodia@rediffmail.com,
roopalie_sisodia@yahoo.com

9867288370, 9821729111
Working for Export houses in Mumbai

Having specialized in weaving with
clusters of Kota doria, it became my
dream to sink into it completely and
contribute whatever little I could. I had
the opportunity to work on a project
with Bibi Russell, state government
with the help of RUDA and the results
were exhilarating and encouraging.
I am currently working for export
houses in Mumbai and yearning to
fulfill my dream, which still remains
a dream....
Diploma Project :
Developing an exhibition display of
designs, motifs, color combination
of a project on Cluster Development
Programme in Kota Doria Rajasthan.
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Alka Sharma

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Application
21-H Daitya Magri, Panchvati, Udaipur, Rajasthan
woodpecker27@yahoo.com

(0294) 2525356, 252117, 9829592424
I have set up our own non governmental organization
named “Centre of the Study of Values”. Aavran- a craft outlet
and a design store, was established in March 1997.
After doing my graduation in
humanities, a keen interest in Indian
crafts brought me to IICD, where I
completed my post graduation. During
the course I had a rich experience of
working at grass roots level as well as
with the industry, exploring materials
during various design projects.
I am dedicated to the cause of
empowering
the
marginalized,
especially women, and revitalizing
the rich craft traditions of India.

Diploma Project :
Developing range of home textiles and
giftware using the traditional Shyahi
style of printing of Jaipur. Interior of
the Aravalli shop.
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Ami Patel

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Applications
1, F-block, N.D. Olivia, HSR 2nd Stage,
Somasadan Palia, Bangalore
fr3da@yahoo.com, fr3da@rediffmail.com

09449810341
Designing and developing
a range of floor coverings in natural fiber.

After graduating from IICD, I have
been involved in various cluster
based projects and conducted design
development workshops. I have also
been involved with an export venture,
Ambience Exports since its inception
in August ’05. I am also the cofounder of KAL AAKAR – involved in
marketing & retailing of art and craft
based products.
Diploma Project:
Designing and developing a range of
floor coverings in natural fiber.
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Amit K. Gehlot

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Application
B-59 Pocket 4, Kendriya Vihar, Sector 82 Noida 201304
amitgehlot@gmail.com, touch@amitgehlot.com
www.amitgehlot.com , http://coroflot.com/contrive

09873550473
Currently Faculty at Pearl Academy of Fashion, Jaipur.

I am a hard working person with a
positive attitude and open mind. I
like working with craft development
organizations, export houses, design
studios, and in the area of product
development. I have a great inclination
towards design and my skills are also
developed more in this direction.
My other interests are; photography,
science and technology, 3D modeling
on
computers,
environment,
automobile engineering, traveling and
human psychology. I also like sharing
my knowledge with others.
Diploma Project :
Harmony: Developed range of curtain
rods and lamps for international craft
market.
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Anupriya Singh

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Applications
506,Tolly Tower, NSC Bose Road,
Moore Avenue, Tollygunge, Kolkata-700040.
anupriyasingh@rediffmail.com

9163303114

I have worked as a Product Designer
mainly on development programs in
craft sector since 2001. I have handled
projects in Textile, Product design
and documentations. Since 2004 I
had been handling projects through
NCDPD. In 2007 I started working as
a merchandiser with a buying agency
named Flat World Source Inc. The
product line included indoor and
outdoor furniture, home and lifestyle
products, home furnishings etc. The
scope of my work included product
sourcing, product development and
all stages of production and quality
management till the orders were
shipped successfully.
Diploma Project :
Developing surface ornamented home
furnishings by using various kinds of
surface embellishment techniques
such as embroidery, sequins work,
bead work, fabric painting, appliqué
and combinations.
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Aparna Singh

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Application
B-14/358, Himgiri Apartments, Sector-34, Noida-201301
aparnasbanerjee@gmail.com

0120-2507494, 9968467691
Freelance Design Consultant

My goals are to work in the craft sector
of India and eventually internationally
in both design and marketing of
functional products using natural
resources and traditional skills.
I have been involved with contract
teaching at Footwear Design and
Development Institute(FDDI), Noida
campus, SDPS Indore, NIFT Delhi and
IICD Jaipur.
I have been the CEO of CDC(Craft
Design Center), Jaipur, managing and
coordinating design and development
activities and project coordinator and
designer at Regional Arts Crafts and
Design Center(RACDC) in Gwalior.
I am empanelled with DCH, Delhi
and also conduct various design and
technical workshops.
Diploma Project :
Design development for Sikandara
stone
craft cluster for outdoors
(seating, lighting, planters) as well as
indoors –(fire place and pedestals.)
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Arghya Ghosh

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Applications
G:1432, Chittaranjan Park.
New Delhi: 110019
argya76@gmail.com, argya76@yahoo.com

09899411043
Design Consultant to Mr. Rajeev Sethi,
Asian Heritage Foundation. New Delhi.

After graduating from IICD, I have
spent 3 years working with various
leading NGOs in the Southern and
Eastern India doing rigorous design
developments in the creative industries
that helped the vulnerable to find
their ancestral means of livelihood to
sustain in the years to come!
From last three years, while working
with AHF, I have curated exhibitions,
expositions based on cultural and
creative industries as the part of various
International festivals. 1857, Sangram
Aur Azadi(150 years celebration of
India’s First freedom struggle), Sanjha
Safar(International Fringe festival
of Federalism), Himalayan Bazaar
as part of YPO(Young presidents
organisation’s tour to Himalaya) to
name a few. Currently I am working
as a consultant in the capacity of
design administrator with Jiyo!(A
world Bank monitored, Japan Social
Development
funded
livelihood
project based in creative industries)
which is being implemented by AHF.
I foresee myself as a catalyst working
in entrepreneurial capacity to bring in
innovation in every aspect of India’s
vast cultural and creative industries.
Diploma Project :
Development of sustainable microenterprises through empowerment
of women;products in leather-photo
frames, tea coaster, handbag, belt
bag, card holder, comb case etc.
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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Dhananjai Singh

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Application

663, Hanuman Nagar Extension,
Vishwamitr Marg, Sirsi Road, Khatipura, Jaipur-302012
dhananjey.s@gmail.com

9928017775
I run a textile studio ‘SriKriti’, dealing in various textile
product developments
I am a multifaceted designer; having
strong aesthetic sensibility with an
ability to transform ideas into products;
coupled with a sound understanding
of diverse crafts related to textiles. I
am a designer with a technical bent
of mind; design is very logical and
precise to me. I have the quality to
productively organise things.
Diploma Project :
Code System Development: Creating
a system for the documentation of
manifold products of a company. The
system consists of rules, guidelines,
defining characteristics; ensuring the
materials, products, processes and
services.
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Harminder Singh

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Applications

Kudrat 43, Ganesh Nager,
Tilak Nagar, Jaipur- 302004
harminderdesign@gmail.com

9829558558, 0141-2620007
Fulltime faculty member with IICD

As progeny of master craftsmen of the
enameling craft, I had the opportunity
to learn various crafts since childhood.
I have an innate ability as a craft
product designer. Lifestyle products
are the area of my interest and I have
worked with the best people in the
Indian craft industry. I am inspired
to explore the various possibilities
established in an organization which
can be listed in the international
stock market and be recognized in
the international market. Apart from
this, I have inclination towards the
academics hence I am currently
working with my Alma-mater as a
regular faculty member.
Diploma Project :
Developed
lifestyle products and
signage for upcoming Anokhi shop.
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Mitra Singh

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Application
B-24 Natraj Nagar, Imliwala Phatak,
Jaipur – 302015 (Rajasthan)
mitra_verma@yahoo.co.in

09930101819, 0141-2592013
Freelance designer Also associated with “Nalanda
Educational Society” for development of craft skills for kids.
I completed my graduation in Arts
where one of my subjects was Drawing
and Painting. Interest in crafts inspired
me to join IICD, where I was exposed
to basic design concepts and skills
which enabled me to tackle design
dilemmas innovatively. After post
graduation I have been empanelled
with DC (H) as a designer in Ceramic
crafts. In the span of 6 years after
passing out of IICD, working with
different organizations and craftsmen,
making long arduous trips to craft
clusters has been an immense learning
and sharing experience. Every project
has added a new dimension to my
knowledge base. My interest is to
share my knowledge for the welfare
of society at large.
Diploma Project :
Jaipur Blue: Developing a range of
utilitarian products in blue pottery.
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Netra Patodiya

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Applications
“ Krishnam”
40A, Ambazari hilltop, Nagpur – 440033
neetpat@yahoo.com,
netra.khandelwal@gmail.com

0712-2242498 9421703410
Freelance handicrafts designer and consultant in natural fiber
carpets, for Patodia Contracts, HANDS Carpets, Gurgaon.
In my brief journey as a craft
designer I have worked on various
development projects and livelihood
programs. I have worked as a designer,
with Industree Crafts Foundation,
Bangalore, from February 2003 to
March 2005. It is a trust working at the
grass root level, towards employment
generation and empowerment of
artisans and is involved with natural
fiber crafts of southern India. I have
also worked for 6 months as a design
merchandiser for Atul Exports (India),
a textile based export house.
Diploma Project :
Designed a range of fashion bags in
natural fibers on metal frames.
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Prachi Patankar

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Application
B 3/23, Geeta Society, J.B. Road, Near Ganesh Talkies,
Charai, Thane (Maharashtra)
pprachi16@gmail.com

022 25347199, 9930382459
Hirco Developments Pvt. Ltd.

As a product designer, working in
the colourful craft sector since the
last 7 years has given me immense
opportunity to explore and work with
an array of traditional skills. I have
handled various projects in productaccessories design, packaging-logopublicity material, brochure-catalogue
design, documentation, etc. Now I
am looking to expanding my work
area to different design fields as I
love to explore various challenges &
possibilities in design related fields.
Diploma Project:
Natural
Fiber
Development Project.
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Handicrafts

Rachna Singh

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Applications
663, Hanuman Nagar Extension,
Vishwamitra Marg, Sirsi Road,Khatipura, Jaipur 302012
raachsri@gmail.com

9829227181
Freelance Designer, Visiting Faculty teaching Textile Design.

I am a textile artist; after having done
my Masters in Drawing & Painting, I
further pursued Post Graduation in
Textile Designing from IICD . I excel
at blending of art with design. My
knowledge lends to my aesthetic
sense, quality and detailing. My
forte lies in textures on textiles with
different mediums, mainly in creating
designs for home furnishing.
Diploma Project :
Design Development for embroidery
and woven fabrics for new line of
textures for garments of Kotwara
Studios.
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Shaili Raina

PG ● 1999

Soft Material Application
C-180 BITS Pilani Goa Campus, Zuari Nagar, Goa.
Pin 403726
rainashaili@yahoo.com

0832 - 2580712, 09860559908
Store Manager of Fabindia, Goa. I have also initiated a
small group of women (Karkriti) working in traditional hand
embroidery products.
I have worked in craft sector and
retail industry. I am working in the
retail industry with Fabindia as Store
Manger for last 2 years. I have also
conducted design & development
workshops for artisans in varied crafts
–textiles, natural fibers, lacquer craft,
leather.
I have worked on designing products
according to the client brief, located
producers/suppliers for craft products
and organized producer groups. I am
also empanelled with Development
Commissioner of Handicraft (DCH)
and KVIC-NID Cell.

Diploma Project :
Apparel
designing
with
hand
embroidery of Western Rajasthan on
Kota Doria.
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Shyam Aravindakshan
		

PG ● 1999

Hard Material Applications

52 Jyotikalash Society, Near ISRO,
SatelliteRoad, Ahmedabad 380015
luttapi7 @yahoo.com, luttapi07@rediffmail.com

9427109152
Freelance design consultant for livelihood programs with DC
(H), KVIC, NIFT and KAL AAKAR.

I am a product designer and have
been working mainly on development
programs in craft sector since 2001,
handling an array of projects in product
design, packaging design, logo design,
publicity materials design, brochure
design and presentations. Since
2005, I have been heading projects in
lifestyle products. Now I am looking
at expanding my work area to assist
in architectural and art oriented fields.
Since I passed out of IICD, I have also
worked at the grassroots level on craft
based livelihood projects.
Diploma Project :
Natural fiber handicrafts. Designing
possible stable forms in natural
fibers.
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Sponsors’ Index
The sponsors offer IICD the strength and credibility
to the philosophy and practice of Professional Craft
Education Programme. They offer career opportunities
for IICD graduates through this introductory
relationship and the financial support toward making
these linkages with industry possible.
The Institute will appreciate following support from
the sponsors:
A. Classroom Design Projects: A contribution of Rs.
5000 for classroom projects which is usually 4-6 weeks
and reimbursement of any specific expenditure such
as market study, material, prototype making etc.
B. Professional Internship/NGO Training: A stipend
of Rs. 5000 – 7500 per month to cover the student
trainee’s local living and transport expenses plus
reimbursement of any specific expenditure such as
material etc.
C. Diploma projects: As a part of the curriculum the
students have to undertake a 16-20 weeks Diploma
Project during the last semester of the program. The
objective of the diploma project is to provide an
opportunity to the student to put to use the multidisciplinary skills of design, technology, and marketing
which directly or indirectly creates an impact on the
craft sector. Investment in sponsoring the project will
involve the following:

• Rs. 5,000/- is payable to IICD towards Institutional
Fee.
• Rs. 4,000/- towards cost of preparing 1 set of
document for the Institute.
However, if the sponsoring organization needs a copy
of the document, the concerned organization will
have to pay for it. All contribution to IICD is payable
within one month from the date of commencement
of the project. IICD reserves the right to publish the
outcome of sponsored classroom and diploma projects
for academic and promotional purposes
For further inputs please write to:
Dean - UG or PG Programme
Academic Office
Indian Institute of Crafts and Design
J-8, Jhalana Institutional Area,
Jaipur, Rajasthan 302 004, INDIA
info@iicd.ac.in • www.iicd.ac.in

Sponsors for Undergraduate Programme
• Artasia Furniture Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur
• Asian Heritage Foundation, New Delhi
• Abikram, Ahmedabad
• Chhattisgarh Hast Shilp Vikas Board (CGHVB)

• Student stipend of minimum Rs. 10,000 per month
(for A class cities) and minimum of Rs. 8,000 per
month (for B & C class cities) or as agreed upon. This
is inclusive of living expenses, accommodation and
conveyance.

• City Palace Museum, Jaipur

• Actual expenditure on field studies and data
collection.

• Klove Studio, New Delhi

• A set of prototypes for the Institute’s Resource
Centre.

Raipur, Chhattisgarh
• D Silk n Silver Pvt. Ltd, New Delhi
• Desert Artisans Handicrafts Jaipur Ltd. Jaipur
• Nimish Patel & Parul Zaveri, Ahmedabad
• Namo India Private Limited, New Delhi
• Uttarakhand Kahdi and Village Industries Board
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(KVIB) Uttarakhand

Sponsors for Postgraduate Programme
• Aravalli, Jaipur

• Nice & Natural Stone, Jaipur

• A&A Exports, Jaipur

• Ojjas, Jaipur

• AKFD, Jaipur

• Purple Orange, Banglore

• Alakrity Exports & Living Cocoon

• Paramparik Craft, Jaipur

• Alacrity Export Pvt Ltd, Jaipur

• Paras Fashion, Jaipur

• Bharat Carpet Manufacturers, Panipat

• Quetzal Design Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore

• Ms. Bindoo Ramnjan & S.G. Ranjan, New Delhi

• Rama Crafts Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur

• Community Friendly Movement, Delhi

• Rural Non-Farm Development Agency, Jaipur

• DC (Handicraft) New Delhi Govt. of India

• Reva Overseas, Jaipur

• Dovetail Furniture Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore

• RASA Textiles & Clothing Co. Jaipur

• Designwise India Pvt. Ltd, Gurgaon

• Rajasthan Small Scale Industry Corporation

• Dastkar~Andhra, Secunderabad

Ministry of Industry Govt. of Rajasthan

• Enameling Society, New Delhi

• Rang Sutra; Delhi

• Fashion Accessories, Gurgaon

• Stone Artifacts Promotion Project

• Fabworld Pvt. Ltd.

Ministry of Industries , S.C.F. IICD

• Hastkala, Jaipur

• Synergy Lifestyles Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

• Industree Craft Foundation, Bangalore

• Sodhi Textiles & Home Furnishing, Jaipur

• Indian Inc. New Delhi

• Udyogini, New Delhi

• K.P. & Co. Jaipur

• UNIDO, New Delhi

• Kotwara Studios, New Delhi

• Vivaldi Leather, New Delhi

• Khadi & Village Industries Board, Dehradun

• Wheaton Design Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur

• Kaarigari, Jaipur

• Wrop Art & Design, New Delhi

• Living Spaces, Jaipur

• Xylem Papercraft Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi

• MURA Collective, New Delhi

• Yamini Interiors Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai

• Nirvaan Design Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi
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Selection Procedure For IICD
The selection process consists of multiple steps.
The admission notice is advertised in local, national
newspapers and websites. The selection process
consists of a national level entrance, aptitude test,
material test and interview. The selection panel is of
professionals from craft/design sector. The Institute
does not recommend any specific book/course for
preparation nor subscribes to any entrance coaching
Institute. The Institute follows a method of selection
which focuses on the aptitude of the candidate
who thinks laterally, is able to develop alternative
approaches to deal with complex situations. Tolerance
towards ambiguity, versatility and ability to handle
variables are some of the essential attitudes expected.
IICD’s mission is to encourage children of artisans to
apply for the education program. Financial Aid could
be made available for deserving candidates.

Eligibility Criteria
Under Graduate Program
• Must clear/have cleared 12th Board Exam by 30th
June 2009
Post Graduate Program
• Recognized degree or diploma in architecture,
design, fashion, fine & applied arts, B.Sc. Home
Science in Textiles & Clothing
• Graduate from any discipline with experience
of working in craft sector/ NGO having a creative
aptitude
• Artisan’s child/ward having 5 years craft experience
after clearing 12th Board exam.
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Preferred Attributes of the candidates
• Career orientation and inclination to craft
development
• Aptitude in handling materials sensitively
• Flair for drawing, sculpting, model making,
painting
• Inclination towards learning and exploring new
applications
• Personable qualities and ability to work as a team
• Concern and empathy to larger issues of
development
• Good level of general knowledge and awareness of
contemporary issues and perspectives
• Commitment to quality
• Willingness to make a career in the crafts sector
• Cross disciplinary and multi-disciplinary inputs
• Interactive teaching and learning methods
• Design learning encompassing fields of arts, science,
technology and management
• Emphasis on field work, primary research,
learning by doing
• Collaborative learning of traditional know-how from
master artisans
• Inputs from visiting consultants, senior design
teachers and thinkers
• Real life professional projects in the class room
• Learning through dialogue, discourse and project
work with NGO’s, government bodies and craft
entrepreneurs.
The craft design professionals trained by the institute
are expected to demonstrate an ability to work
in a highly fragmented complex sector. Initiating
and sustaining new concepts, processes, products,
and building market linkages to support dignified
livelihoods is the vision envisaged.

Campus
The Institute is spread over 23200 sq. meters of land
in the Jhalana Institutional Area, Jaipur. The facilities
of the Institute comprise the main building housing
classrooms, studios, library, workshops, resource
center, administrative offices, display spaces, hostel
block consisting of girls hostel, mess, common room,
auditorium, guard rooms, etc. Boys’ hostel facility is
available in the neighbouring vicinity at Rajasthan
Officers Training Institute.

IICD Placements
Prospective employers for the graduates of IICD
• Government Agencies
• Non Government Organizations
• Export Houses
• Buying Houses
• Design Studios
• Architectural Firms
• State Handicrafts Emporia
• Trade Organizations
• Retail & Fashion Houses
• Gift & Packaging Trades
• Craft Stores
• Corporate Development Projects
• International Development Agencies

IICD Family
Academic Department

Administration

Governing Council Members

Director
Prof. Sangita Shroff
Alumnus NID,
Former Faculty NIFT, New Delhi,
Gandhinagar

Director
Prof. Sangita Shroff

Shri Suresh Neotia, Chairman

Chief Administrative officer
M.L. Gupta
Retd. R.A.S.

Ms. Padmini Somany, AEI

Secretary
Rashmi Pareek

Additional Chief Secretary to GoR*
Small Scale Industries,
Government of Rajasthan

Officer on Special Duty
Sanjay Singh
CA, Ambuja Education Institute

Secretary (Expenditure) to GoR*
Finance Dept., Government of
Rajasthan

Field Support
Dharmendra Singh Rajawat

Chairman & Managing Director,
GoR* Rajasthan Small Industries
Corporation, Ltd.

Workshops
Om Prakash Jangir, Wood & Metal
Suresh Kumar Manohar, Leather

Chairman & Managing Director,
GoR*Rajasthan Non-Farm
Development Agency, (RUDA)

Computer Lab
Skand Sharma
Sukret Sharma

Ms. Rathi Vinay Jha, IAS, Retd.,
Ex-Director, NIFT, DG, FDCI

Dean (UG) Programme
Yunus Khimani
Alumnus, Faculty of Fine Arts,
MS University Baroda
Former Faculty NID and NIFT
Dean (PG) Programme
Shirsendu Ghosh
Alumnus and Former Faculty NID
Assistant Professors
Dr. Anita Lunia
Alumnus, SNDT University,
Former Faculty ICG
Mangesh Afre
Alumnus,
JJ School of Arts, Mumbai
Harminder Singh
Alumnus IICD, Jaipur

Knowledge Resource Center
Jitendra Agarwal
Nirmal Kumar
Academic Support
Md. Ibrahim
Divyanshu Agarwal
Jai Prakash
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Administration and Accounts
Vijay Krishan Pareek
Dev Nayak Joshi
Pratibha Joshi
Mahesh Bissa
Ranvir Singh
Ek Bahadur
Kailash Chand

Shri Narotam Sekhasaria, AEI
Additional Chief Secretary to GoR*
Director, Rajasthan Institute of
Public Administration

Dr. Ashok Vajpaee, IAS, Retd.,
Ex-Director, Bharat Bhawan, Bhopal

Shri P.K. Laheri, IAS, Retd.,
Ex-Chief Secretary, Govt. of Gujarat,
Ex-Director, NIFT
Prof. Jyotindra Jain
IGNCA, New Delhi
Prof. M.P. Ranjan
NID, Ahmedabad
Shri Dileep Baid
Dileep Trading Co.

* GoR- Government of Rajasthan
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Pragya Vijj ~ 971501815495
Ankita Khandelwal ~ 09987095274
• Batch 2003

Ruchi Sahni ~ 09243006691
Pragati Panwar ~ 9997098931
• Batch 2002

Rakhi Gakher ~ 9999775680
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Vikram Jangir

UG ● 20 0 5

Hard Material Application
Mr. Sohan Lal Jangir,
Bahadur Singh colony,
Sardar Shahr, Churu, Rajasthan
vikramiicd@gmail.com
www.vikramjangir.iicd.in

9982678741

I belong to the Shekhawati region in
Rajasthan, born and brought up in
a small town by the name of Sardar
Shahar. The artist in me was getting
restless day by day and frustration
started creeping in. Craft design
was my calling, I guess, so I joined
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design as
an undergraduate. The four years of
studies gave me conceptual ability
and a sense of responsibility towards
the crafts. With each passing day my
determination and passion towards
making a difference in this sector
is increasing. I have successfully
achieved the harmonious existence of
many materials, keeping a record of
their uses, distinguishing features and
development.
Diploma Project :
Designed and developed products
with stainless steel as a material with
a congregation of craftsmanship and
technology. The project involved study
of existing range of company products
in terms of processes, skills, materials
and application and then understand
the possibilities and limitations. The
final concepts were prototyped in the
end of the project.
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